Clean Energy Employment Booming, Creates a More Diverse Workforce and Higher Quality Jobs

Solar employment is up 86% since 2010, with 210K employees expected in 2015

Since 2010 the solar workforce has grown nationally from 93,502 workers to 173,807 workers in 2014 - an 86% increase during that period. Over 2014 alone the solar workforce grew almost 10 times the average national job growth rate.

California continues to dominate the solar job market with a total solar workforce of 54,690 in 2014, more than the state's three major utilities combined - Pacific Gas & Electric (about 20,000), Southern California Edison (more than 13,600), and San Diego Gas & Electric (about 5,000).

As the maps below demonstrate, several states with significant solar potential are driving job creation with double-digit job growth in 2014 and over 20% solar job growth expected in 2015.

**SOLAR VERSUS AVERAGE JOB GROWTH RATES IN 2014**


**LEADING CLEAN ENERGY COMPANIES OUTPACE PROMINENT TECH STARTUPS IN JOB GROWTH**

Between 2006 and 2015 SolarCity grew from 20 to over 9,000 employees, a more than 400x workforce expansion. This is markedly faster and larger employment growth than several prominent tech startups.

In the electric vehicles sector, Tesla grew from 250 employees in 2007 to about 10,000 in 2015.

Sources: Jobs data estimated from press reports and company websites, DBL internal estimates, and company-reported statistics from SolarCity. Source links available at http://bit.ly/1Rdp0hl.
Solar Installation Employs 16K More Latinos, 4K More African-Americans, 5K More Asian/Pacific-Islanders and 10K More Women Than The Coal Mining Industry, Which is 87% White and Male

The U.S. solar industry supports a more demographically diverse workforce compared with traditional energy generation industries. Only 7.4% of the U.S. coal mining industry is female compared to 17.7% of solar installation workers who are women. Solar is more diverse across a range of demographic categories and the solar workforce is becoming increasingly diverse over time.

Not only is the solar sector more diverse than traditional energy generation like coal mining but there are also more solar jobs than coal jobs. The Solar Foundation National Jobs 2014 Census reports that the solar installation sector employs 80,622 more workers than the coal mining industry.

High Quality Clean Energy Jobs in Midwest Outperform Statewide Employment Benchmarks

In Minnesota, clean energy employees earned on average $20,900 more per year than the statewide average. Across the 15,338 advanced energy jobs this represents an additional $320M in additional annual earnings that spurs the local economy and increases the tax base.

With these additional earnings a clean energy employee could cover the cost of an average mortgage in Minnesota for 2.5 years, or more than 2 years of in-state tuition for a dependent.
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